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Family-owned Zero Lighting, based in Sweden, has gained a reputation for a level of engineered quality that surpasses the norm. Founded in 1978, the company set out to achieve the highest quality of craftsmanship while committing to sustainability; they have succeeded.
Casper and Ay Lin Heinen, co-owners of Ay Illuminate, have created a Dutch company with serious soul. The principal designers, Ay Lin and Nelson Sepulveda, work with artisans, many in challenged or developing countries, to create products unique to their brand. The character, heart and passion they have for authenticity is evident in their products.

Amersfoort, The Netherlands
Grupa Products’ founders Tihana Taraba, Ivana Pavic and Filip Despot are also the design team for the lighting manufacturing company they launched in Zagreb, Croatia’s capital and largest city. The success of the award-winning manufacturer is no surprise given its founders set out to become a renowned boutique design brand distinguished by innovative and versatile products, minimalism, functionality and flexibility.
JACCO MARIS
[COLLECTION]

Jacco Maris, based in The Netherlands, is on a mission: to create collections of lighting that become iconic as time moves along. With each new introduction, he does just that. To know this designer’s work is to understand the passion behind his brand and the height of his artistry.

Solo
Pendant Fixture in Brass/Bronze

Outsider
Pendants in Black Aluminum

Benben - Type 4
Pendant Fixture in Black and Yellow Copper

Paraaf
Pendant Fixture in Stainless Steel
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Founded in 2005, Northern has set the bar where aesthetics are concerned, not a surprise given the company’s Norwegian roots. Steeped in the lofty design principles for which the region is known, the manufacturer bills itself as a serious “mood maker,” and its products prove the stance is spot-on as its lighting sets the tone for spaces ranging from mid-century modern chic to light-hearted contemporary.